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Quotes about the Quotes about the 

first draft of this whitefirst draft of this white--paper…paper…

“I would certainly recommend it!!!”

…Laura Galli, Digital & In-Store Technology Manager at xister, a digital creative 

agency working with leading retailers

“It’s very interesting – I really enjoyed reading [the first] draft version!” 

…Andrey Golub, Entrepreneur, Fashion Retail Strategy & Technology Innovation

“Andy Cavallini’s white-paper is useful to frame the issues that traditional retailers 

pretend not to see today and hope to be able to handle later on, ‘when the time is 

right’.” 

…Roberto Luberti, Head of Digital at Nectar Italia (AIMIA)

“I agree 100% with Andy Cavallini’s white-paper. The physical store will not die, 

instead, it will change a lot, with the goal to improve the interaction with the 

shopper; new technologies will support this evolution and will change the way we live 

and shop. The future will bring us a ‘smart’ integration of the off-line and the on-line 

paradigms.” 

…Mario Gasbarrino, CEO at Unes

IntroductionIntroduction
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…Mario Gasbarrino, CEO at Unes

“[Andy Cavallini’s white-paper] helps to drive home some key points.”

…Donna Lawson, Principal/Design Director

at LAWSON DESIGN - Retail Design Consulting (Canada)

"Good storytelling, well-written and engaging." 

…Paolo Loiudice, IT Partnership Manager at Nectar Italia (AIMIA)

“…interesting food for thought…  …and a strong call-to-action!” 

…Sebastiano Catania, Marketing executive, Toshiba Global Commerce Solutions

“I’m not sure what the desired outcome is from this piece [Andy Cavallini’s           

white-paper]... …the tone doesn’t seem right for a C-level exec.” 

…a recognized American senior retail consultant, who chose not to be quoted by 

name.

“If no one is upset by what I'm saying, I'm probably not pushing hard enough!”  

…comment by Andy Cavallini, the author



Who am I…?

• I’m Andy Cavallini

• I’m an engineer

• I’m a Sr. Project Manager and Business Analyst

• I design, implement and manage retail business solutions for companies such as:

� Nectar - Aimia Group (loyalty service provider)

� Finiper, Coop (big-box retailers)

� Toshiba Global Commerce Solutions (IT solutions for retail)

� …

Feel free to contact me via email: andy.cavallini@outlook.com

My personal blog-site is: http://www.gaia-matrix.com
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Who am I and what to              Who am I and what to              

expect from this whiteexpect from this white--paper…? paper…? 

What to expect from this white-paper…? 

1) …let me be crystal-clear: this is a white-paper, it’s free, I’m not selling anything…

2) Retail is a hard business to be in, especially today: this is in fact the most disruptive, 

dynamic and transformational time I've seen in my career.

The purchase-process is evolving, it’s definitely and significantly different compared 

to the purchase-process of 10 years ago; accordingly, the sales-process needs to 

…think of grocery stores: 

why do so many aisles 
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to the purchase-process of 10 years ago; accordingly, the sales-process needs to 

change too.

That’s why I’m so excited to get this white-paper out, to see if baring it all (about the 

importance of brick-and-mortar stores in an omni-channel world) will inspire ideas 

and valuable feedbacks.

2bis) Dear friends in retail, if no one is upset by what I’m saying, I’m probably not 

pushing hard enough: I’ll be direct, very direct, so we’ll all save a lot of time – I live by 

the following principle: “Don’t bark, if you are not willing to piss in public!”

3) My Call-to-Action is: read this white-paper and tell me what you think (…and, if you 

like it, ask for more!!); I’m looking forward to creating new, valuable relations with 

people that are as passionate as I am about retail – my personal email address             

is andy.cavallini@outlook.com

…and while we're at it, could you please pass my white-paper along to a colleague 

who might be interested?

Updates and new content will be posted on my personal blog-site: 

http://www.gaia-matrix.com

why do so many aisles 

look more or less the 

same as they did in the 

eighties, when I was       

a kid? 

Are you telling me that 

shoppers haven't 

changed in thirty years? 

Same needs…?!

Same values…!?



In my first two Stories (“Like it or not, this is an omni-channel world…” and “Let’s talk 

about why things are changing in Retail…”) I begin with a simple, indisputable idea: 

consumers’ behavior is changing - the purchase-process is definitely and significantly 

different compared to the purchase-process of 10 years ago.

Today only around 90% of sales are completed in-store, what’s left - and it's a hell of   

a 10%!!! - takes place online.

So, will ecommerce continue to grow? Sure…!

Will brick-and-mortar stores remain the foundation of retail? Again, sure…!

That's why omni-channel is so important.
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What are What are 

my Stories about…? my Stories about…? 1/21/2

The physical store, to remain effective, needs to evolve: Story #3 (“Isn’t it time to 

revamp the brick-and-mortar store…?”) is about how to radically improve it.

"Shopping-experience" is the keyword – Harry Gordon Selfridge said: "Excite the 

mind, and the hand will reach for the pocket.“

To improve the in-store shopping-experience, Mobile technologies can be very 

valuable...  ...but only if the right approach is followed: in Story #4 (“How to NOT 

leverage (Mobile) tech in-Store…”) I debunk a couple of false myths about retailers 

entering the digital world through Mobile tech.

Story #5 (“How to EFFICIENTLY/EFFECTIVELY leverage (Mobile) tech in-Store…”)           

is about how to successfully leverage (Mobile) tech in-Store to engage shoppers on 
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is about how to successfully leverage (Mobile) tech in-Store to engage shoppers on 

the shop-floor, where and when the buying decision is made (hint: Mobile POS 

solutions, anybody…?)

Technology is valuable, but human interaction still - fortunately - makes the 

difference: in Story #6 (“The new role of  the Store-associate…”) I talk about how sales 

personnel engage shoppers can make or break a retail store.

I wrote Story #7 (“Retail analytics tools and ACTIONABLE insights…”) after a friend 

that works in retail-analytics told me: “…most retailers make decisions (about 

assortments, prices, promotions, etc.) by either guessing or using their gut… 

…therefore they will be either lucky or wrong…!”

It was a joke, of course…  ...was it?

Story #8 (“Evaluating retail physical stores influenced e-sales…”) is pure food for 

thought: the true value brick-and-mortar stores generate must be accounted 

appropriately since the source of value creation is – now more than ever – becoming 

independent from the location of value capture.

Next page
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What are What are 

my Stories about…? my Stories about…? 2/22/2

The big challenge for retailers is implementing omni-channel AND, at the same time, 

be profitable – that’s what Story #10 (“Omni-channel complexity and costs…”) is 

about: “All sales channels are equal, but some sales channels are more equal than 

others.”

Retailers are gathering more and more information about customers, both online and 

offline; at the same time, consumers are becoming every day more and more   

privacy-sensitive and worry about how their personal information is treated.

I discuss this touchy subject in Story #11 (“About customers’ personal information…”).

Story #12 (“Implementing retail technology solutions…”) is, last but not least, about 

the challenges that both retail tech vendors and retailers’ ICT teams face when 

implementing technology solutions.

My white-paper ends with a homage to Sam Walton (he built a business, Wal-Mart, 

that is now the biggest retailer in the world) and a final consideration…

Story #9 (“Omni-channel integration additional thoughts…”) is a down to earth, 

practical description of what omni-channel integration truly means in every day retail 

activities – with some tangible cases/examples.
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that is now the biggest retailer in the world) and a final consideration…
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Online vs. Offline?!

Offline vs. Online!?

Let's take a quick look at how things are going in retail today: 

around 90%(*) of sales are completed in-store, what’s left takes place online, mainly 

using ecommerce sites or mobile applications.

(*): in the US (…and abroad?...trust me, it doesn’t change so much…) 

Comment-#1: brick-and-mortar stores are essential since it’s in-store that 

the vast majority of purchases occur… …so, taking inspiration from Mark 

Twain’s renowned words, reports of physical stores (…premature…) death 

have been greatly exaggerated…!

Comment-#2: ecommerce is very important (…seriously, you aren’t 

underestimating it, are you?!) since it’s growing like hell, going from 0% just 

a few years ago (in the pre-Amazon era), reaching approx 10% today    

(…ten-percent!!!), and still accelerating…

Trouble is, stores and ecommerce are traditionally two distinct channels and, so far, 

have been considered absolutely independent by retailers: they have different 

processes, different people are involved, different tools are employed. 

To make matters worse, they often compete…!

Pardon my bluntness, but isn’t this independent-and-competing-channels approach 

plainly WRONG…?

Like it or not, this is                        Like it or not, this is                        

an omnian omni--channel world…channel world…

Story #1Story #1
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plainly WRONG…?

It is, because it’s Retailer-centric, not Consumer-centric – that’s why…!

The purchase-process is evolving…

…what about the sales-process?

Let me elaborate: consumers don’t think in terms of brick-and-mortar store OR

ecommerce, but of brick-and-mortar store AND ecommerce; your 

ecommerce/websites, your branded Apps on their smartphones, your stores 

downtown, they are just touch-points in their customer-journey.

In other words, what is changing in the purchase-process is the growing number of 

interactions that now occur out of the traditional, conceptual perimeter of the 

physical store – interactions that take place before, after or even during the 

customer’s shopping trip; for example, shoppers typically gather information about a 

product on the Net before purchasing it in-store. How many books I bought (…or 

didn’t buy!) after reading valuable reviews on Amazon…! How many hotel I booked 

(…or didn’t book) after reading valuable feedbacks on Bookings…!

The key point here is: in the past (…remember the pre-Amazon era?), the purchase 

decision unquestionably took place in-store; now (…and more so in the future…) the 

purchase decision takes place – at least partially – out of your store, in the online 

world.

The purchase-process is evolving, it’s definitely and significantly different compared 

to the purchase-process of 10 years ago; accordingly, your sales-process needs to 

change too – prove me wrong, if you can…

I know, updating a process that is at least 50 years old is not easy; the new sales-

process requires several changes, and the main one is omni-channel integration, a 

transformation that is not for the faint of heart: it’s difficult and very complex 

because it extensively impacts your processes, your people and your tools – all at the 

same time, all of them pretty strongly. 
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…the web is the world 

most powerful              

BS-detector:    

consumers guide each 

other through 

comments and reviews…



Where’s the money…?!

As ecommerce is becoming widespread (…remember, we’re in the post Amazon-

era!), conventional retailers are losing their exclusive role of distribution-points for 

goods.

That’s why the old, traditional store business model is not sustainable anymore: 

retail revenues and profits move elsewhere, while costs and investments don’t.

By the way, where do retail revenues and profits move to, exactly? 

Fundamentally they relocate to: 

1) pure e-retailers (e.g. Amazon) – these are brand new players, starting 

from scratch

2) manufacturers that now sell direct to consumers through their 

ecommerce websites – these are players new to the retail arena, applying 

the “disintermediation” paradigm

3) traditional retailers’ ecommerce websites – these are known players 

that apply the “channel multiplication” paradigm

…that’s why “comp” store sales (“comp” = comparable) are often disappointing 

(they’re flat or declining) and physical stores suffer eroding margins and slipping 

market-share.

This is a Big Change, isn’t it? …wondering what triggered it?

The cause of the retail Big Change – without doubt – is the economic downturn

combined with the contextual explosion of digital technologies; these two significant 

elements are radically changing the consumers’ behavior everywhere… …and once 

Story #2Story #2

1/21/2
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Let’s talk about why                   Let’s talk about why                   

things are changing in Retail… things are changing in Retail… 

…the supply-chain gets 

shorter…!

elements are radically changing the consumers’ behavior everywhere… …and once 

the consumers’ behavior changes, the buying-and-selling equation changes too…

The economic downturn

The economic downturn (e.g. negligible 

wage growth, job-losses, etc.) is still 

hindering spending for many 

consumers in many Countries…  …for 

instance, I don’t think you realize how 

screwed the Old Continent middle class 

is…  What about the US? …fortunately 

recovery is underway, nevertheless in 

several areas jobs are still very, very 

hard to find.

Since the economy is morose, 

consumers are quite afraid to spend.

“Deflation” (which basically means 

decreasing-prices) is another reason 

why consumers tend to delay 

purchases (…again, it happens 

especially in Europe…).

Consider all the above and see why 

shoppers are so price-sensitive. 

Or, to be more precise, they’re value-

sensitive – low prices and (very) low 

quality is a no-go…

The explosion of digital technologies

To catalyze the economic downturn

and obtain the retail Big Change, just 

add the proliferation of digital 

technologies: consumers are more 

informed than ever about products, 

prices, promotions, etc. thanks to 

web/mobile technologies, social 

media tools and so on; their shopping 

decisions haven’t ever been more 

savvy…

Now it’s clear why traditional 

brick-and-mortar stores cannot play 

according to the old rules any more, 

isn’t it?

Next page
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Don’t be fooled!

It is no coincidence that you read everywhere : “…traditional Retail is experiencing 

slow/anemic/stagnant growth, significant decline, lackluster results, disappointing 

sales, drop in store traffic, poor numbers, […insert additional gloomy terms and sad 

faces �� here…]”.

Please don't be fooled by clichés… …this is a general, but not very accurate 

description of the retail situation; for instance, traditional brick-and-mortar players 

like Dollar General and T.J. Maxx (in the US) are success stories; similarly, many 

luxury retailers are literally thriving in many areas of the world… 

The real – and more accurate – story is: many traditional retailers are in (deep) 

trouble, while few others are going (very) well: average numbers may suck, 

nevertheless there are many significant, fortunate “local maximums”; in point of fact, 

“local maximums” are more often than not localized on the opposite sides of the 

market: off-price retailers vs. upscale retailers.

Stuck in the middle…? 

Really, are you stuck in the middle? 

That’s not good – definitely you have two options: 

OPTION#1 - fight openly on price and convenience

or 

Story #2Story #2

2/22/2
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Let’s talk about why                   Let’s talk about why                   

things are changing in Retail… things are changing in Retail… 

OPTION#2 - surprise shoppers with such exceptional shopping-experiences 

that they can’t help spending their money

I’m all for OPTION#2 and, as a matter of fact, I am strongly convinced that your 

physical stores are perfect to wow (WOW!) your shoppers. 

…yes, I’m talking about creating an exceptional in-store shopping-experience!!!
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Create an exceptional in-store shopping experience!

We already know that, as ecommerce is booming, traditional brick-and-mortar stores 

are losing their exclusive role of distribution-points for goods.

That’s a fact, but not necessarily a negative one: physical stores are not anachronistic, 

on the contrary, they can play a new and far more important role – they’re the place 

to feel, live and breathe the value of products and of brands.

My point is: brick-and-mortar stores offer a shopping experience that cannot be 

replicated online because it is material, sensorial and experiential – the shopper 

interacts with real products (…and possibly with nice, consultative Store-associates), 

not through miserable 200x300-pixel images and three-line text descriptions.

Let me list the most significant reasons shoppers visit physical stores:

1) “I can experience products before purchasing”

2) “I like the instant gratification of taking an item home”

3) “I shop and spend social time with friends and family”

4) “I can get a personalized service”

An example: wineries and wine-tasting – how many people that visit a winery and 

taste wine DON’T buy at least a couple of fine, expensive bottles…?

Story #3Story #3

Be original…

My Call-to-Action: turn your physical stores into fantastic, social and thrilling settings, 

1/21/2

Isn’t it time to revamp                           Isn’t it time to revamp                           

the brickthe brick--andand--mortar store…?mortar store…?

…bricks-and-mortar 

stores are out there 

disrupting the 

ecommerce space, 

letting shoppers – …isn’t 

it awesome?!? – touch 

products, and offering 

same minute delivery…!

French writer Emile 

Zola, in his novel         

Story-telling…?

I’ll tell you a secret: every item you sell has a long-tail narrative attached to it; 

accordingly, stores have the aptitude to become mighty “story-telling” points that 

you, retailers, can employ to effectively share and promote your *STORIES*, 

stimulate shoppers about your products and then direct their purchase to one of your 

sales-channel: the physical store itself, your ecommerce website, etc.

My Call-to-Action: turn your physical stores into fantastic, social and thrilling settings, 

with new levels of involvement, relationship and value. 

Transform them into a new type of destination that replicates the charm and 

attractiveness of a disco (…or maybe of an art gallery? …or both?).

If you prefer another analogy, treat Retail as Media, curating your merchandise every 

month (…or every week…?), like a magazine would with its content.

Next page
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Zola, in his novel         

“Au Bonheur des 

Dames” (The Ladies’ 

Delight) compares 

department stores to 

cathedrals because of 

their magnificent 

buildings, their role in 

society and 

(…think of          

shopping-experience!) 

their ability to attract 

and enchant shoppers.
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Physical stores are…

Please repeat after me: “Physical stores are still – and will be in the future – the only 

true product-value amplifier and the best advertisement-vehicle for my 

brand/brands” and do your best to radically improve the shopping-experience 

created by your stores – if it’s not communicative, distinctive, outstanding and 

unforgettable, you’re in big trouble…

Technology in-store!

How are you going to improve your brick and mortar stores’ shopping-experience?

Technology in-store can help you significantly, but don’t forget that – to be really 

beneficial – it must satisfy the following two basic requirements: 

1) remove friction (…from the shopper’s point of view!!), for example, 

allowing purchases to seamlessly take place anywhere in the store

2) provide a more personalized shopping-experience, for example offering 

valuable information and complementary, customized services that go well 

beyond products

…remember: be Consumer-centric, not Retailer-centric!

Story #3Story #3

2/22/2

Isn’t it time to revamp                           Isn’t it time to revamp                           

the brickthe brick--andand--mortar store…?mortar store…?
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Story #4Story #4

1/21/2

Let’s talk about Mobile technology in-Store: I’m going to debunk a couple of          

false myths.

False myth number one: “Mobile tech will solve any problem!”

In other words, is it true that offering shoppers a branded Mobile App lets traditional 

retailers easily enter the digital world, be omnichannel, look good, make money, etc.?

Cancel “easily”, please…

App installation

First thing first: don’t count on 100% shoppers installing your App on their 

smartphones – you need to overcome an obstacle called proliferation of 

branded Mobile Apps, that is, shoppers have to (utopically) install a branded 

App for each retailer (…store/shopping mall/chain of petrol 

stations/supermarket/…) they visit.

A selection necessarily takes place, and the death-rate of Apps is usually 

very high; the exceptions – those few Apps able to separate themselves 

from the pack and survive – are those that are definitely valuable to 

shoppers, those that tangibly improve their shopping-experience.

…by the way, this App proliferation reminds me of the (despised)   

accordion wallets of some years ago, stuffed to capacity with dozens of 

colored loyalty-cards…

App configuration

How to NOT leverage                How to NOT leverage                

(Mobile) tech in(Mobile) tech in--Store…Store…
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App configuration

Once installed, a shopper typically needs to invest some time and brain cells 

configuring the App, for example:

1) link it to the retailer’s loyalty-program (no loyalty-card? …no joy… …the 

App is almost useless) 

2) do opt-ins: accept/activate geo-location, notifications, Bluetooth            

(for iBeacons), privacy-rules and so on 

3) …anything else?

Troubleshooting & support

Since no two smartphones are the same (they’ve different OS, different

versions of the OS, different hardware, etc.) expect some troubles. For 

instance, I work with iBeacon technology, and I can assure you that an 

iBeacon-enabled App on Android behaves quite differently compared to an 

“identical” iBeacon-enabled App on iOS…

Have you got some sort of user-support in place? 

Are store-employees able to answer “technical” questions about your App 

and Mobile devices? …do some troubleshooting…?

Back-end integration

What I described so far are shopper-facing (or front-end) issues; actually, 

back-end issues are even more challenging – the basic principle is: to be 

effective, a retailer’s Mobile App has to be thoroughly integrated with the 

retailer’s IT system. 

Why? Because information offered by your App must be updated in        

real-time: think of stock-availability, flash-promotions, loyalty point-balance 

and so on.

It’s easier said than done: often retailers’ IT systems are buried under layers 

upon layers of legacy operational systems and interfaces. I speak from 

experience: I know several retailers employing enterprise solutions that are 

more than 20 years old. It is evident that unrelated, pachyderm legacy 

systems – implemented initially to solve specific problems for specific 

channels – are not equipped to effectively serve connected, Mobile 

consumers. Next page

Want to know more 

about iBeacon 

technology? 

Feel free to download 

my “Beacon Bible 3.0” 

from my personal    

blog-site:

www.gaia-matrix.com
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False myth number two: “A lot of shoppers visiting your brick-and-mortar stores 

use their smartphones while shopping!”

Are shoppers really using their smartphones while shopping in-store, gathering 

information about products, comparing prices, etc.? According to some surveys, 

approximately three out of four store shoppers use their Mobile devices while 

shopping in stores; the same surveys state that 25% of shoppers who use their Mobile 

devices in-store make an online purchase during their visit.

Tell you what: I visit a lot of malls and down-town stores in different Countries 

(…after all, it’s part of my job…); today I witness very few shoppers interacting with 

their smartphones during shopping. 

Tomorrow? Let’s wait and see… 

I firmly believe that during their visits in-store, shoppers prefer to interact with 

“physical” products and with helpful, consultative Store-associates, rather than 

with their smartphones.

While we’re at it, let me get into the details of a couple of interesting, abused terms…

Showrooming

Showrooming is the practice of examining products in-store and then 

buying them later (…and more cheaply…) online.

I wonder: how often are shoppers approached in-store and asked if they are 

showrooming? Is their feedback reliable…? 

What about asking e-shoppers: “Did you first examined in a physical store

what you are now buying online?”.

I think that showrooming has yet to become a widespread phenomenon, so 

How to NOT leverage                How to NOT leverage                

(Mobile) tech in(Mobile) tech in--Store…Store…
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I think that showrooming has yet to become a widespread phenomenon, so 

at the moment it’s better to take it with a grain of salt.

Webrooming

Showrooming goes hand in hand with another new, strange word: 

webrooming. 

It’s the practice of browsing online and then completing a purchase in-store 

– apparently it’s the opposite of showrooming… 

I’m a little bit puzzled: isn’t webrooming the same as online-information-

gathering (…on Google, Amazon and [insert here your favorite e-retailer])?

A final consideration about using Mobile/digital technologies in the retail 

environment: the most valuable opportunity for retailers is in seamlessly merging the 

best of what the digital world has to offer with the best that the physical realm 

delivers.

Mobile technologies can be indeed very valuable in-store, but only if the right 

approach is followed – I’m going to address this topic in my next Story…
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…in particular Mobile technologies, to interact with shoppers on the shop-floor, 

where and when the buying decision is made!

How can we efficiently and effectively leverage in-store tech (in particular, Mobile 

technologies) to successfully get tangible, positive business results?

When I think of valuable retail Mobile technologies, it’s not the shopper’s 

smartphone with your branded Apps installed on, but a cutting-edge Mobile POS 

solution in the hands of your Store-associates.

I’m talking about replacing the traditional desk-bound POS stations with retailer-grade 

Mobile POS solutions (fully integrated with the IT back-end) based on tablets or 

smartphones; the final goal is to enhance the shopping-experience with personalized 

interactions on the shop-floor, during the most important phases of the shopping 

process.

Using Mobile POS solutions, Store-associates are able to have an in-store 

“anytime, anywhere“ full view of:

1) the shopper and her purchase history, habits, personal info, …

2) products, prices, promotions, sales data, real-time inventory levels, …

3) other valuable, always-up-to-date, “operational” info, for example work 

schedules, alerts, training & HR related material, …

The Store-associate is so able to relate with the shopper in a personal and informed 

way, and is empowered to provide helpful advice and significant product 

recommendations – this is what I call a rich, consultative sales approach; again, all of 

this occurs on the shop-floor, where and when the buying decision is made – not 

Story #5Story #5
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this occurs on the shop-floor, where and when the buying decision is made – not 

afterwards at the checkout desk, when it is too late…!

Combining info from different data sources

Let me rephrase it: combining different information from various enterprise data 

sources, such as customer personal data and shopping-history contained in loyalty 

programs – and offering it to Store-associates in a simple, accessible and actionable 

format – allows to deliver improved, one-to-one experiences for store shoppers.

Note: I’m currently working on those innovative solutions – I assure you they can 

fuel sales as you’ve never seen before!

Completing the purchase on the shop-floor

A Mobile POS solution has another big advantage: it allows to complete the purchase 

(including payment, receipt-print, etc.) straight-away on the shop-floor: 

customers – always pressed for time – value the convenience of Mobile checkout 

because it gets them on their way sooner – no additional annoying queues...

Next page
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…money is a renewable 

resource…

…time is not…!
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What’s the overall outcome? 

The shopper feels unique and valued, loyalty is improved and bottom-line numbers 

get better, much better.

Let me get into the details and discuss a couple of clear-cut Use-cases describing first 

the traditional in-store shopping-process, then a “futuristic” scenario supported by a 

Mobile POS solution.

…as a bonus, I’ll show how and why the traditional shopping-process is probably 

flawed…!

First Use Case

An example of the traditional (…flawed?) shopping-process:

1) The Shopper enters the Store 

2) A Store-associate welcomes the Shopper 

3) The Shopper visits the Store, browses and selects products 

assisted by the Store-associate

4) At the check-out desk, the Shopper identifies herself through the 

brand’s loyalty program and completes the purchase 

…sounds familiar? 

How to EFFICIENTLY/EFFECTIVELY How to EFFICIENTLY/EFFECTIVELY 
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…sounds familiar? 

As a matter of fact, this traditional shopping-process is flawed.

What’s wrong?

The Shopper is identified (typically using her loyalty-card) at check-out – that 

is, at the end of the shopping process, when it’s too late to use available data 

and insights to support and improve her shopping-experience and to 

influence her purchase decisions.
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Let’s now imagine a “futuristic” scenario, a scenario supported by an advanced 

Mobile POS solution.

Second Use Case

An example of a novel, innovative (flawless?) shopping-process:

1) The Shopper enters the Store 

2) A Store-associate welcomes the Shopper and, using her       

Mobile POS solution, identifies the Shopper through the brand’s 

loyalty program (…it’s no easy task, but it’s doable, I know it because 

I’m currently working on this issue…)

3) The Shopper visits the Store, browses and selects products 

assisted by the Store-associate, who has much valuable background 

info available on the Mobile POS solution

The Store-associate: 

- consults the Shopper’s purchase history and other 

pertinent data such as specific shopper-preferences, KPI 

(Key Performance Indicators), etc. to better serve the 

Shopper (…and up-sell/cross-sell!)

- gets into the details of products (including tech-specs, 

sales data, real-time inventory levels, …), prices & 

promotions, etc.

4) (Anywhere on the store-floor) the Shopper completes her 

Story #5Story #5
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4) (Anywhere on the store-floor) the Shopper completes her 

purchase through the Mobile POS solution (…no need to get in line 

at the checkout desk!) – the Store-associate is in fact able to accept 

payments, print receipts, etc. on the shop-floor

Additionally, using her Mobile POS solution, the Store-associate can also:

1) make an online sale if a specific item (size/colour/…) is not 

immediately available in-Store; the item is shipped to the Shopper’s 

preferred address – this is what I call OMNI-CHANNEL for real…! 

2) email the Shopper extra info about products, etc.

3) etc. [...come on, be creative…]

In conclusion, using consumer data to personalize the shopping-experience is proving 

to be very effective, and surely it’s the way to go!!

This concept goes hand in hand with another important idea: interaction with the 

Store-associate is rated highly an influencer of buying decisions – we’ll talk about it 

in my next Story.
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Store-associates are unquestionably at the center of the physical store experience, 

representing the retailer, its values and the brands/products sold; that’s why one of 

the most important rules in retail states: "How sales personnel engage shoppers can 

make or break a retail store." 

How those interactions go will in the end determine if shoppers will make purchases 

and suggest your stores to friends, family and colleagues…

…or leave, maybe never to return again.

So please repeat after me: “Store-associates are tremendous influencers of buying 

decisions!!”

Fortunately most retailers take to heart this notion and typically make sure their 

Store-associates demonstrate effective product knowledge, spending a lot of money 

on product-training – by the way, this is one of the few topics where brands 

(“manufacturers”) and pure retailers (“distributors/merchants”) don’t clash – it is in 

their mutual best interest that Store-associates know everything about the products 

they are selling.

As a matter of fact, retailers can use specialized knowledge to convey trust and 

enhance the shopping-experience: the goal is not just to sell, but to sell AND to make 

shoppers’ lives simpler and better-off. Consumers crave simplicity, personalization, 

transparency and a human touch from their brick-and-mortar visits – and what they 

really want is to have “friction” removed.

This is a very, very important concept: “friction” is anything that comes in the way of 

a shopper's ability to achieve her objective.

The new role of                                 The new role of                                 

the Storethe Store--associate…associate…
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The main goals of a shopper are:

- satisfy her primary needs (...I love Maslow…!)

- spend wisely (...pay the right price, don't waste money...)

- save time (...because time is the scarcest resource...)

- feel unique and valued (…”I deserve it!”…)

Therefore, any *effective* shopper-oriented retail activity must take into         

account – first and foremost – those four goals.

Product-training is useful, but it’s not enough; Store-associates need far more to 

become curators, product-gurus, brand ambassadors, and so on: they need modern, 

advanced technologies to effectively interact with shoppers and sell successfully.

It is crucial for retailers to provide Store-employees full access to detailed and           

up-to-date information about products, prices and promotions, and – at the same 

time – about individual shoppers (leveraging insights coming from the retailer’s 

loyalty program, for instance). 

Only so Store-associates can provide a 360-degree, on-the-ball, personalized, 

awesome shopping-experience!

In a nutshell: your Store-associates, empowered by advanced technologies – for 

example an effective Mobile POS solution (see previous Story) – are able to evolve 

and become even better sale-professionals. 

But…

…but don’t make the mistake of overestimating the benefits of tech; bear in mind 

that shoppers visit your stores for the kind of assistance and empathy they             

can’t – obviously! – get from an ecommerce site; therefore in-store technologies 

should only serve to boost an already remarkable human experience, not compensate 

for a mediocre one.
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I recently heard that “…most retailers make decisions (about assortments, prices, 

promotions, etc.) by either guessing or using their gut… …therefore they will be either 

lucky or wrong…!”

I sure do not think that way: quite the contrary, I personally worked with several 

retailers that consider their analytics tools (Reporting and Business Intelligence 

applications, “Big Data”, etc.) as vital, priceless, competitive assets.

Talking of brick-and-mortar stores, it’s thanks to these solutions that they are able to 

answer the following fundamental questions:

- What kind of shoppers visit my stores?

- What caught their attention on the shop-floor?

- What did they purchase in-store? 

- How many are repeat visitors?

- Whom did they engage with? About what?

- …and so on…

My point is, I strongly believe that now more than ever, retail is moving from being a 

mainly instinct-based industry towards being more data-driven; this is actually a very 

good thing, because being data-driven absolutely doesn’t disqualify the           

“human-factor”, quite the opposite: analytics tools valuably support and amplify 

human capabilities and help to work better and to tangibly improve business results.

For example, advanced analysis of SKU performance metrics lets retailers fine-tune 

merchandise assortments and promotions on the fly, enhancing inventory 

Retail analytics tools and Retail analytics tools and 

ACTIONABLE insights…ACTIONABLE insights…

Next page
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merchandise assortments and promotions on the fly, enhancing inventory 

throughput and avoiding detrimental markdowns – awesome, isn’t it?

I recently had an interesting chat with a couple of retail analytics gurus; the discussion 

rapidly converged on a specific topic: distilling ACTIONABLE insights – here’s a quick 

summary: 

1) basically, data-collection gets cheaper every day, so data on its own 

has limited value – retailers have plenty of it

2) analytics tools today are quite accessible, it’s not rocket science 

anymore, so elaborating data and obtaining information is getting 

easier and less expensive/time-consuming

Nevertheless…

3) retailers still find it very difficult to transform a big amount of 

information into a limited number of ACTIONABLE insights

The keyword here is ACTIONABLE: information without ACTION is just trivia…!

Trouble is, if retailers want to get ACTIONABLE insights from analytics, investing in 

TECHNOLOGY is not good enough, they need to invest BOTH in TECHNOLOGY and 

PEOPLE.

…the right PEOPLE, of course!
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If I talk about: “…analyzing transactional data for cannibalization, affinity and halo 

effects at the shopper segment level to select optimal offers which drive traffic, 

baskets and loyalty…”, only true retail people fully understand what data-elaboration 

is required, what info they are able to obtain, what insights they need and how they 

are ACTIONABLE.

So it’s better to teach seasoned retail people how to beneficially use analytics tools, 

than…  …teaching computer whizzes (who know analytics technologies inside-out) 

how to be merchants…

I’ll end this Story quoting Mark Twain: “Most people use stats [Mr. Twain probably 

meant “analytics tools”] the way a drunkard uses a lamp post, more for support than 

illumination…”.

Retail analytics tools and Retail analytics tools and 

ACTIONABLE insights…ACTIONABLE insights…
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As retailers perfectly know, store floor space is a scarce resource and as such, it’s 

absolutely invaluable.

Unlike in the virtual world of online retail where floor-space is not a factor, in brick 

and mortar stores each square foot is expected to make a certain amount of        

dollars/euros – for example, according to data provided by eMarketer, at the end of 

2014 Apple Stores generated an amazing $4,798.82  per sq.foot, luxury jeweler 

Tiffany $3,132.20, while department stores such as Macy’s make around $160/$200.

Let’s not forget that, like it or not, we are now operating in an omni-channel world, so 

please stop evaluating stores purely through traditional store-sales figures, but add 

also influenced sales – sales occurring on other channels (typically ecommerce 

website, Mobile, etc.), but “instigated” in-store.

In other words, the true value brick-and-mortar stores generate must be accounted 

appropriately because the source of value creation is becoming more and more 

independent from the location of value capture – in point of fact, I strongly believe 

that the value generated by physical stores is potentially significantly bigger than just 

the economic value of sales that take place directly on the shop floor; for instance, an 

apparently not-profitable store may actually be creating significant value as a 

showroom, where customers can discover and experience products that are 

afterwards purchased online – that is, on another channel.

The issue is, how to measure influenced sales? 

Evaluating retail physical stores Evaluating retail physical stores 

influenced einfluenced e--sales…sales…
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The basic answer is, create a link between the store visit (first) and the online 

purchase (after) – of course this is easier said than done, anyway:

• some retailers use surveys on their ecommerce sites: they explicitly ask    

e-shoppers if they visited a store before purchasing on-line

• some retailers in their physical stores dispense discount-coupons to be 

used specifically online, then track their redemption

• some retailers use loyalty data to compare store visits and e-visits and 

accordingly infer influenced-sales insights

An effective, efficient solution is still up in the air… ...but, as a matter of fact, we’re all 

working on it.

(…any suggestion?)
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We know that today consumers follow a dynamic, multi-faceted shopping journey, 

where they interact with various touch-points – stores, desktop & mobile websites, 

social media, Mobile Apps, etc.; this is what we define as an omni-channel 

environment, a new paradigm that has strong impacts on the shopping behavior and, 

consequently, on the selling process.

The point is, can retailers born to meet the consumers’ needs of the 20th century 

remain relevant in 21st? 

…I’m afraid this is a subject that keeps a lot of people awake at night…

Too often omni-channel is described at a very abstract level; I prefer to be more 

practical and focus on what omni-channel integration truly means in your every day 

retail activities – I’ll look at things from a functional perspective and make some 

tangible cases/examples.

Product availability info

Before visiting a store and make a purchase, consumers want to be sure that 

the product they had previously researched online will be available; so omni-

channel integration here means that retailers need to reveal their full, 

detailed, real-time inventory via web/mobile technologies – the key word of 

course is: “real-time”.

Click-and-Collect

OmniOmni--channel integration channel integration 

additional thoughts…additional thoughts…
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Click-and-Collect

Customers buy products online and later collect them (typically) at a local 

store. 

Why? 

Because they are in a hurry (…and don’t want to wait for shipping) or maybe 

they prefer not to receive deliveries at the office or at home.

Alternatively customers could pick up their goods: 

• curbside (at their local store)

• at specific collection points (e.g. Post-offices, etc.)

• at temporary collection points (e.g. the collection point is a truck 

parked from 6pm to 8pm in front of the central railway station – or 

university, or some other convenient location downtown, or…) 

• from lockers (in-store or at some specific, convenient collection 

point)

• …

Omni-channel returns

Some shoppers prefer returning online purchases to a brick-and-mortar store 

to avoid the time and effort of getting hold of a box for the item, packing and 

shipping it.
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Ship-from-Store

If an item is not available in-store (…ouch, an out-of-stock!), an omni-channel 

integrated retailer can arrange delivery to the shopper’s door – this concept, 

often described as “endless aisle”, allows to significantly reduce the number 

of lost transactions.

Alternatively, the store-associate could direct the shopper to another store 

nearby that stocks the product.

Omni-channel Prices & Promotions

Retailers need to conduct sales transactions across channels in a way that 

guarantee prices and promotions are coherent, regardless of how shopping 

occurs.

An example of a cross-channel promo: if you purchase item X online and 

collect it at your local store (…remember? it’s Click-and-Collect…), you get a 

20% discount on item Y if purchased in-store.

Of course these cases/examples are not exhaustive, many new omni-channel services 

are invented every day; as a matter of fact, omni-channel services are starting to 

become a commodity; what I mean is that, since a lot of consumers increasingly 

expect them, often they are not significant competitive differentiators any more.

All that said, omni-channel integration is anything but effortless (…it has considerable 
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All that said, omni-channel integration is anything but effortless (…it has considerable 

impacts on processes, organization and technologies), so the big challenge for 

retailers is implementing omni-channel AND, at the same time, be profitable.

We’ll discuss about complexity and costs related to omni-channel integration in my 

next Story…

By the way, what are the most important ingredients to bake a delicious

omni-channel integration?

Basically:

• Ingredient #1 - a unique customer info repository that aggregates both 

online data and physical stores data; specifically, it's important that all 

touch-points/channels are able to identify your users so to aggregate data, 

in real time, in the repository.

In other words, you need a fully functional, efficient, effective identity 

schema that operates across channels (...and different technology 

solutions...)

• Ingredient #2 - A unique inventory view that informs in real-time about 

the location of any individual item, its stock-level, etc.

• Ingredient #3 - Always up-to-date content about products, that can be 

employed by any channel (ecommerce, digital signage, labels, POS display, 

etc.): photos, descriptions, tech-specs, info about related products, etc.

• Ingredient #4 - A unique, real-time, coordinated view of prices and promos 

for each channel

• Ingredient #5 - Some magic powder…
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Going omni-channel *PROBABLY* have positive impacts on sales and profit, but 

*SURELY* adds a lot of complexity and increases costs.

Let’s talk about complexity first, then we’ll get into the details of the cost business 

model.

Omni-channel complexity

Somebody said: “All sales channels are equal, but some sales channels are more equal 

than others”. 

Seriously, are ALL your products going to be available through ALL your sales 

channels? 

I don’t think so: in order for omni-channel to be sustainable, you absolutely need to 

prioritize – so the answer to my question is, not all products need to be sold on 

every channel; be selective and focus your resources on those touch-points that 

attract your most significant customers – in terms of purchases, value, etc.

In practice? 

First segment your customers considering also – and especially – their omni-channel 

habits, then expand your channels to those essential for the acquisition, growth and 

retention of key consumer segments.

…breaking news: it’s more easily said than done…

Omni-channel complexity has to do also with the retailer’s organization: usually the 

OmniOmni--channel channel 

complexity and costs…complexity and costs… 1/21/2

…bad omni-channel

encourages retailers to 

spend money on things 

their customers don't 

value…!
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Omni-channel complexity has to do also with the retailer’s organization: usually the 

offline and the online presence developed in independent channels, each having its 

own ways of working. 

To effectively/efficiently manage omni-channel integration, retailers need             

cross-functional teams; these teams improve integration and coordination of 

different but interdependent activities because their members (that belong to 

different channels and functional areas) span traditional organizational boundaries.

Next page
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Omni-channel cost business model 

Each additional channel surely brings additional work and, therefore, additional 

costs; think, for instance, of content creation, marketing, logistics, personnel training, 

ICT, etc.

So, what does the cost business model of omni-channel look like? 

• On one hand, your average physical store typically adopts a fixed-cost 

business model, where “fixed” means that there is no strong, direct 

relationship between costs and revenues; in other words, your brick and 

mortar store costs you X$ (for real-estate, logistics, personnel, etc.), and X 

doesn’t change significantly if you sell hundreds of items every day or if you 

sell ten times as much

• On the other hand, your e-commerce is far less capital-intensive and 

basically employs – above certain volumes – a variable-cost business 

model: the more you sell (…accept orders, process them, pick-pack-&-

ship…), the more it costs 

When you go omni-channel, you sell the same stuff, but using a mix-and-match of 

radically different cost business models: fixed-cost AND variable-cost. 

Is this a problem? 

Basically it’s not, but it can become a big one if you don’t fully understand what your 

cost-behavior is.

OmniOmni--channel channel 

complexity and costs…complexity and costs… 2/22/2
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My final 2 cents: take your time to explore omni-channel and experiment 

relentlessly, investing wisely.
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Consumers are becoming every day more and more privacy-sensitive and are worried 

regarding how their personal information is treated.

At the same time, retailers are gathering more and more information about 

customers: online, offline (in-store), through loyalty-cards, etc.

I’d like to discuss this touchy subject: here you are seven food-for-thought topics in no 

particular order (…alongside some helpful pointers).

Topic #1: …selling shoppers’ personal information to mass marketing companies?

As a matter of fact, selling your customers’ personal info to mass marketing 

companies is a terrible idea, even when you make a lot of money out of it.

Why? 

Because 100% customers consider it a betrayal – they provide their data exclusively

to help you offer them a better service, and nothing else.

My pointer is, never, ever sell your customers’ personal info – you can be sure your 

customers will find out; on the contrary, show them how trustworthy you are (for 

instance, how you take care of their personal information – see also Topic #7) and –

while we are at it – how you specifically/tangibly offer them a better service and an 

improved shopping-experience based on the information they trust you with.

About customers’                   About customers’                   

personal information…personal information…
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Topic #2: …have a card-less loyalty programs in place?

Card-less loyalty programs identify customers through some personal information 

(typically name and zip-code) instead of using a plastic loyalty-card listing the 

shopper’s loyalty-Id.

Simple and effective, isn’t it?

Sure it is, and customers don’t mind too much telling their name and zip-code (or 

whatever) to the cashier at the checkout desk…

…but they hate with all their strength to share any personal info with the other 

people waiting (…and over-hearing…) in line.

Why don’t you just add a simple and effective “Please, stand behind this line for 

privacy” sticker on the floor three feet from the checkout desk…?

Topic #3: …employing “Big Brother” analytics?

Inferring insights about your customers using advanced, “artificial-intelligent” 

algorithm can prove to be dangerously Orwellian…

If you infer that a customer is, for example, pregnant (her shopping-history shows 

that her diet bizarrely changed in the last few months), please avoid sending her 

mountains of discount-coupons for feeding-bottles and baby milk, she could get very 

nervous… …especially if you are right!

My pointer is, being a know-it-all can be a double-edge sword, in particular regarding 

the privacy of individuals.

By the way, I didn’t make up my pregnancy example: it really happened.

Next page
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Topic #4: …making “opt-out” difficult?

Please make it quick and simple for your customers to remove their personal 

information from your database (…technically this is called “opt-out”).

Considering that online opt-out is typically just a matter of clicking on an 

“unsubscribe” link/button, offline opt-out (in-store, on the phone with some           

call-center agent, etc.) should be at least as quick and simple.

Topic #5: …irrelevant promotions?

Please don’t exasperate your customers by sending them promotions that are 

manifestly not pertinent.

For instance, sending me promos about tampons is absolutely pointless… …and a 

little bit annoying.

My pointer is, please do your homework and segment your customers properly…

Topic #6: …cash/points and…?

Saving money is awesome, so offering customers cash/points in exchange for their 

personal information is the right thing to do – but it’s not the only one.

Do your best to think of ways also to:

• provide valuable information (e.g. guides, FAQs, tutorials, etc.) to your 

About customers’                   About customers’                   
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• provide valuable information (e.g. guides, FAQs, tutorials, etc.) to your 

loyal customers, because they are always eager to learn something new 

everyday

• let your loyal shoppers save time – for example offer them priority 

checkout lanes to avoid queues: the less time they wait in line, the more 

time they spend with their families – and they truly appreciate it

Topic #7: …protecting customers’ personal info?

Last but absolutely not least, never, ever let hackers steal your customers’ personal 

information; put it into a safe within a safe within another safe. 

My pointer is, data-security is very, very important and CEOs have been fired – you 

know I’m not kidding – for data-security breaches; therefore, never underestimate               

data-security.

It’s expensive, it’s time-consuming, but it is essential.

A couple of final, common sense, basic considerations: 

• treat your customers’ personal information with care and respect

• be transparent and tell your customers in simple terms what you do with 

their personal info and why

…that’s it!
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Retail is a hard business to be in, isn’t it…?

…actually, creating and implementing retail technology solutions is probably even 

harder…

…and it is both for tech vendors and for retailers’ ICT teams.

[To be clear, “retail technology solutions” are any mix of hardware, software, 

expertise, etc. packaged together, whose short description liberally includes terms 

like Web, Digital, Mobile, Enterprise, etc.]

Let’s discuss some of the most significant challenges.

Challenge #1: no two retailers are alike

In Europe, Tesco (UK), Mercadona (Spain) and Esselunga (Italy) – for example – are 

apparently quite similar from the outside, but actually – when you dig in their 

processes, organizations and technologies – they haven’t so much in common.

The truth is, retailers all over the world are extremely heterogeneous internally, 

hence nobody can create “one-size-fits-all” solutions in retail: there is a                       

lot – a mountain-high heap – of expensive, time-consuming customizations and 

personalizations to be done.

Challenge #2: budgets & ROIs

Implementing retail           Implementing retail           
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Challenge #2: budgets & ROIs

Today many retail markets are shrinking – again, old Europe is a significant case – so 

many retailers’ budgets are shrinking accordingly.

Since less money is available, limiting the upfront technology investment is a must; 

furthermore, the related ROI (Return on Investment) is required to be, more than 

ever, significant and quick.

A well known secret: considering that any successful retail solution basically drives 

and captures value by either improving sales or reducing operative costs, you can be 

sure that, for better or worse, retailers are far more sensitive to “more money coming 

in”, than “less money coming out”.

Challenge #3: reliable vendors, reliable technologies, reliable solutions

As a rule, retailers require a high degree of “stability” from their retail solution 

vendors – in particular they want to be sure that their vendors will still be in business 

in ten/twenty years, delivering on their promises – so, no startups please…

Speaking of technologies, retailers are not early adopters, on the contrary, they are 

very conservative, that’s why they always select technologies that have longevity. 

Speaking of solutions, “high availability” is still the #1 requirement for retailers, and 

since in-store everything is mission-critical, Quality and Support are very important:

• Quality means that any solution needs always to be 100% operative and 

performing

• Support means that somebody will take care of any problem (should 

something bad happens) and of any change (this is called “evolutive 

maintenance”) possibly within 5 minutes, anywhere in the world – again, 

no startups please…

My boss (…in another life…) used to say: “Give your solution away for free…  …and 

make a huge pile of money on support…!”

Next page
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Challenge #4: integration

Any new retail solution needs to adapt to the existing IT infrastructure and      

workflow – this is what is commonly known as “integration with existing processes, 

organization and technologies”.

CTOs in retail have already invested – according to them – in too many technologies, 

so they prefer to steer clear of a new one since they’d rather not:

• buy and manage additional licenses

• re-train their people

• add complexity to their IT systems and infrastructure

…so it is crucial for retail technology solutions to support as many customers’ existing 

technologies as possible.

Challenge #5: “agility”

Retailers are used to solutions that have a life-span of decades – think of ERPs,     

Order Management Systems, POS solutions, etc.

On the contrary, modern Web/Digital/Mobile/…-based solutions are usually            

out-dated after no more than 5/10 months (…or even less!).

This means that, especially for what client-facing applications are concerned, retailers 

need to become more “agile”, that is, in constant “test-&-learn” mode.

Please take inspiration from lean-and-mean Silicon Valley startups: if you're on         
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Please take inspiration from lean-and-mean Silicon Valley startups: if you're on         

the wrong path and need to start over again, you need to be able to do it in days or 

weeks, not years…

A final thought…

Several retailers are now setting up innovation-labs to incubate new ideas and to 

hatch forward-thinking solutions.

Even if the 90% of the output has often no tangible impacts in the short term, these 

labs are very valuable because they show how retail will evolve in the future.
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Homage to Sam Walton

Sam Walton built a business, Wal-Mart, that is now the biggest retailer in the world.

That’s remarkable, isn’t it? (…by the way, Wal-Mart is the biggest company in the 

world…!).

What is extraordinary – the work of a genius – is the fact that he created from scratch 

an incredible, innovative retail business model.

Reading Sam Walton’s book “Made in America”, you learn that his business model is 

unbelievably simple: 

• leverage logistical superiority, to have a faster and more efficient 

distribution system 

• offer the lowest price possible (relying on higher volumes to sustain 

profitable growth)

• leverage purchasing-power to buy at ever-lower prices from suppliers

A very good lesson for many modern retailers (…even online ones…!).

Homage to Sam Walton…Homage to Sam Walton…

…and a final consideration……and a final consideration…

A final consideration 

I believe that we live in a world where, as a rule, having the technological edge makes 

the difference between success and failure.

Be sure that the adoption of new technologies will truly shift our retail landscape, 
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Be sure that the adoption of new technologies will truly shift our retail landscape, 

and I can’t wait to see this transition and what lies ahead.

Andy Cavallini – andy.cavallini@outlook.com

PS: …probably this is a good moment to pass my white-paper along to a colleague     

who might be interested… …the web address is http:///www.gaia-matrix.com
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